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200 TIRE DYNA CONVERSION
(PARTS LIST)

Fender, Strut and Strut Plate hardware is included and packaged with each part.

240 TIRE DYNA CONVERSION
(PARTS LIST)

Fender, Strut and Strut Plate hardware is included and packaged with each part.

Strut Plate

Strut Plate

Fender Struts

Fender Struts

Solo Seat Fender

Fender

Shock Hardware

Shock Hardware

Dyna SwingarmPeg Bracket

Solo Seat 20mm Belt1/4” Primary Offset

Hex Pieces

Hex Pieces
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4. Cut or grind away the inner portion of the cast
iron as shown. This is clearance for the fender,
mostly for the 240 conversion using a wider
fender. Shown here is the 240 clearance.

5. Remove the battery box and battery to access
the bottom of the frame.

1. Support bike so tire is off the ground. Remove
the seat, shocks, strut covers and the fender.

We recommend reading through the entire install process before beginning.

2. Cover entire bike with holes in covers exposing
only the struts up to the shock mounting holes.
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3. First cut: Use a saw or a radiac wheel to cut off
strut as shown.  Do not cut shock mount off, cut
before the shock mount!
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6. Remove hardware and lower the electrical
box.

8. Check alignment of holes to the plate and then
drill. Do not drill through the threaded holes in
the plate as you will damage the threads.

7. You will need to drill out these four holes just
enough to fit a 3/8" bolt (3/8" drill will work) but
you will need to align holes first.  See step 8.
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9. Attach the strut plate loosely using the two nut plates
provided in the rear from the top, with the 3/8" flat head
screws provided.  Use the provided 3/8" button head
screws for the front two holes.  Keep all four bolts loose
enough to move the plate for alignment.
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10. Some Dynas have a hex hole in the frame, if so
you must insert the hex support part provided.
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12. If you are wiring running lights. Now is the
time to do so.

11. Attach struts to the strut plate loosely.  Assemble the shocks
(we recommend 1" lowering shocks) in this order:  bolt, cover,
small shock spacer for 240 or large shock spacer for 200, shock,
then large shock spacer for 240 or small shock spacer for 200,
strut, frame, washer and then the nylock nut.  Do not tighten yet.
(Use Blue Loctite on all bolts except this nylon locking nut.)
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14. Lightly tighten all the srut bolts (two on each
side, strut  bolts).
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15. Lightly tighten the two shock bolts.
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13. Install the fender using the six button head
bolts using a little Blue Loctite.
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16. Then slightly tighten the four bolts from the
top and two from the bottom.  Next, go back and
tighten all the bolts in this order:  four strut bolts,
two shock bolts, and lastly all plate bolts.

4 plate bolts here.

Shock bolts. 
1 on each side.

Strut bolts. 
2 on each side.
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17. For the 200 Conversion, re-assemble shocks,
brake caliper, wheel and solo seat.  Time to ride!
For the 240 Conversion you will need to install the
primary offset and swingarm at this time.

2. Remove alternator rotor then unbolt alternator stator
and hang off to the side.  Place the provided spacer
behind the stator.  Replace the alternator stator with
the bolts provided.  (Red loctite is recommended)

1. Remove outer and inner primary covers.

3. Place spacer for the Alternator-rotor on the
Crankshaft.
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4. Remove the original transmission sprocket.
Note: the nut is right hand thread.
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1/4" Primary Offset Kit 
Instructions

This must be installed by a 
qualified mechanic.



6. Use the NEW ¼” offset Trans sprocket supplied,
in stall on trans. Right hand thread. Install sprocket
nut using initial torque of 35 ft-lbs. Then turn nut
another 30 to 45 degrees, DO NOT exceed 45
degrees! Reuse and install stock OEM lock plate as
per service manual.

Install Drive belt before outer primary.

7. Install primary : use supplied spacer ring  and
place between OEM primary gasket that came with
bike and supplied OEM gasket. Place trans to
primary spacers 2 with dowel and one with out. Use
the 5/16” x 2-1/2” NC bolts.  15-19 ft-lbs.

5. Pull bearing inner race outward approximately
.280, use the clutch basket nut threaded on the
trans. shaft to help guide you with the measure-
ment.
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Trans Dowels     

Use 1/4” x 4-1/4” Chrome Allen bolts to help 
align the primary Gaskets at front 



8. Slip small dark steel spacer over threads of
transmission main shaft. Clutch hub go’s on
next over the small dark Spacer.

9. Reassemble Clutch and primary chain / accord-
ing to service manual.

10. Use RED Loctite on crank bolt. {9/16” x 3-1/4”}
and 70-80 ft-lbs on clutch hub nut.

Mount outer primary cover according to service 
manual and original torque sequence, using the 
Supplied Chrome bolts. Torque to 108-120 in-lbs. 
Add fluid. Adjust clutch Hub and Cable as per HD 
manual before operating bike.

8 Notice there is approximately 1/32" of play from 
side to side on the swingarm.  With the swingarm 
in place, use the tool provided to seat the right 
side bearing.  You will need to place the tool over 
the nut so that it bottoms onto the bearing itself.  

Using a hammer, lightly strike the tool 2 or 3 
times checking the play after each strike.  Once 
the play is totally gone, you can torque the pivot 
axle nut.  Once torqued, move the swingarm up 
and down and check that everything is moving 
freely before installing the shocks.

Note:  This Swingarm is far superior to the stock 
H-D.  This swingarm has upgraded bearings on
both sides enabling heavier loads and longer life.
Bearings and spacers will be zip-tied in their
proper locations and shouldn't be removed until
the installation process.

The left side bearing is seated in place and the 
right side bearing is installed but not seated. 
Once the swingarm is installed to the transmis-
sion case with the pivot axle through, you will be 
required to seat the right side bearing with the tool 
provided (DO NOT INSTALL THE AXLE NUT YET).  

INSTRUCTIONS:
Installation of the New Dyna Swingarm

2. Place Heartland Swingarm next to bike with all
bearings and spacers still zip-tied in place.

1. Remove stock swingarm.
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3. If running passenger foot pegs, this is the time
to install the foot peg bracket to the swingarm with
the button head bolts provided.

5. With the spacers installed, slide the New
Heartland Swingarm into place.

7. Using the tool provided, place around the nut so that
the tool is resting on the bearing.  Use a hammer and
lightly strike the tool 1-2 times.  Check the play from right
to left again. If there is still play in the swingarm, strike the
tool again until all play is eliminated.  Do not strike the tool 
to hard!  It can lead to binding and bearing failure.

6. Push the pivot axle through from right to left.
Do NOT tighten the pivot axle nut.  Notice there
is 1/32" of play in the swingarm from right to left.
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4. Now remove the zip-ties.
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8. Now install the pivot axle nut and torque to spec using
medium threadlocker. After the pivot axle nut is torqued,
move the swingarm up and down through the full motion of
travel to check for binding.  If the swingarm moves freely,
you can proceed in mounting the shocks.

9. Once you have installed the wheel and torqued the axle, the axle
covers can be installed to the new tail section.  The front bolt will
guide the axle cover in place, note that the bolt hole is slotted to
allow proper positioning of the coverf before you install the rear
bolt.  The cover should be completely flush without gaps when
installed properly.  Do not over tighten the bolts. (Use Blue Loctite.)
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